KEY INGREDIENTS & BENEFITS
• Hyaluronic acid helps provide long-lasting hydration by creating a moisturizing layer on the lips, reducing the appearance of fine lines and wrinkles
• Ceramide-3 delivers skin-conditioning benefits to the delicate, outer contours of the lips
• Peptides increase hydration and the appearance of lip volume

FEATURES
• Available in 6 shades that blend effortlessly with Smoothed Over Lipstick and Glossed Over Lip Gloss
• Pigments coordinate with Smoothed Over Lipstick shades
• Defines lip shape, extends wear of lipstick, and keeps lip colour from bleeding
• Creates a moisture barrier along the lip’s outer edge to prevent dehydration
• Dermatologist-tested and hypoallergenic
• Formulated without parabens, synthetic dyes or fragrances
• Certified vegan; formulated without gluten

ARBONNE® MAKEUP
LIP LINER
When you want full-impact lips all day, use our smudge-proof, creamy lip liner. Durable pigments help extend the wear of lip gloss and lipstick.

SHADES
- Tulip #7901
- Pomegranate #7900
- Berry #6690
- Fuchsia #6688
- Posey #6689
- Peach #6687

INGREDIENT LIST
Ingredient listings vary by shade. For the complete ingredient list specific to your shade choice, please refer to the product details page at arbonne.ca.